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T  O  N   D  DU  PO UR EWEST and EAREST CHESS ATRON

THANK YOU ––

 or your interest in Duchess, Clothier! In order to 
 accommodate as many gents and ladies as we can with our   
 services and products, we here at Duchess offer several 
              different options for working with us.

Fine Custom and Scotch Basic garments are all made to fit the 
individual, and we take over 25 measurements and do in-person 
fittings to ensure they fit just right. Generally, one should plan for 
10 weeks to pass between original consultation and completion.

Fine Custom Suits: are developed together with our clients. The 
options are infinite and include a range of styles from many eras, 
starting with Victorian, and concluding with a modern approach. 
They are priced from $1200, depending on the number of pieces 
and fabrics chosen, and include all possible bells and whistles. 
Beginning with a selection from our style menu, or from another 
source, these suits are truly made for the individual.

Duchess also provides Fine Custom shirts, ties, and separates!

The Scotch Basic Collection: features five classic yet 
hard-to-find styles in 16 fabrics for a budget-minded connoisseur, 
starting at $700. The Scotch Basic Collection offers a selection of fine 
details, “a la carte” style. Though more contained and defined, Scotch
Basic suits are still completely made-to-measure and perfectly fit! 

Weddings & Groups:      Duchess offers a plethora of options to outfit 
a party of groomsmen (or just a dapper group!) at a discounted rate.
We feature five of our most desired styles in a wide range of fabrics
and ensemble options to coordinate a wedding party, band... or gang.
Whether its matching ties or full oufits, Duchess has it for you here.

 
  

      
Please let us know if you have further questions

or would like to schedule an appointment!

The Ladies of Duchess

 CHOICE FABRICS  PERFECT FIT ALWAYS 

 SELECT DESIGNS 

MADE      MEASURE 

DECORATIVE LININGS

 DISTINCT BUTTONS 

       hat distinguishes a made-to-measure suit from one 
       off-the-rack, aside from the fit, is the details. 
Duchess suits can be fitted with a number of glorious 
accoutrements — including, but not limited to

 WORKING CUFF BUTTONS 

 MONOGRAMMES 

LUSH SILK LININGS HAND STITCHING 


